Subject to Article 21 of the computer crimes

A) Content against public morals and ethics

1. Promoting prostitution and Evil-doing. (At paragraph 2 of Article 6. M)
2. Stimulate, encourage, persuade, threaten, or an invitation to corruption, prostitution and crime incompatible with chastity or sexual deviations. (Paragraph (b) (c) of Article 15. R. and Article 639 BC. M. A. )
4. Stimulate, encourage, persuade, threaten or Bribed people to access pornographic content and Vulgar. (Article 15 of the computer crimes)
5. Instrumental use of (Including women and Man) in the images and The content, humiliation and Insult to the female sex , Promotion procedures and Illegitimate and luxuries Illegal. (Paragraph 10 Article 6 BC. M)

B) Content against Islamic sanctities

1. Atheistic content Against Islamic norms (At paragraph 1 of Article 6. M)
2. Insulting Islam and The sacred (paragraph 7 of Article At 6. M Article 513 BC. AD. A)
3. Insult to any of the Prophets or Imams as announced Tahryn (AS) or Hazrat Sedigheh T. (Q) (Article 513 BC. AD. A)
4. Propaganda in favor of party or sect, and divert Against Islam. (Paragraph Article 9 6 AH. M)
5. Content of publications and Media and political parties and Group Domestic and Deflect external and Propaganda against Islam, so that the Them. (Paragraph Article 9 At 6. M)
6. Insult to Imam Khomeini (RA) and Distort their works (Article At 514. M. A)
7. Insulting the supreme leader (Imam Khamenei) and Other Mimic certain references (Paragraph 7 of Article At 6. M)

C) Content of security and Public welfare

1. The population, categories, groups in cyberspace (Cyber) with
The aim of disrupting national security. (Article 498 BC. AD. A)
2. Any bomb threat. (Article 511 AH. M. A)
3. Content that could harm the Islamic Republic of Iran.
   (Paragraph 1 Article At 6. M.)
4. Content publishing or against the Constitution. (Paragraph 12 articles At 6. M)
5. Propaganda against Iran. (Article 500 BC. AD. A)
6. Disrupting national unity and the differences between social groups, especially the Racial issues in the design and Ethnicity.
   (Paragraph 4 of Article At 6. M)
7. Stimulate or entice people to war and Killing each other. (Article 512 BC. AD. A)
8. Stimulation of fighting forces or who somehow Migration in the armed forces are serving to the rebellion, escape, or non-performance Tslm military duties. (Article At 504. M. A)
9. Thrys and Encourage individuals and Group To commit acts against the security, Dignity and Iranian interests inside or outside the country. (Paragraph Article 5 At 6. M)
10. Interest groups Tbly And Organizations opposed to the Islamic Republic of Iran (Article 500 BC. A)
11. To disclose and Publication Unauthorized documents, orders and Confidential and secret matters of state and Public.
   (Paragraph 6 of Article At 6. M Articles 2 and 3 of the Penal Code and the disclosure of confidential and secret government documents and Article 3 of the Act. R)
12. To disclose and Unauthorized publication of military secrets.
   (Paragraph 6 of Article At 6. M)
13. To disclose and Unauthorized publication of maps and Military fortifications. (Paragraph 6 of Article At 6. M)
   (Paragraph 6 Articles At 6. M)
15. Publication without permission of negotiations closed courts of justice and Of judicial authorities. (Paragraph 6 of Article At 6. M)
16. Content that is prohibited by the Supreme National Security Council.

D) the content against the authorities and Government and public institutions

1. Insult and Satire of the Institutions and government organizations and Public. (Paragraph 8 Article At 6. M Material 609 And 700 AH. M. A)
2. Defamation of authorities Institutions and Government and public organizations. (Paragraph 8 Article At 6. M At 697. M. A)
3. Printing lies and Disturbing public opinion against the authorities, Institutions and Governmental organizations. (Paragraph 11 Article 6 BC. AD and 698 AD. AD. A)

**E) content that can be used to commit computer crimes (content related to computer crimes)**

1. Publication or distribution, and Available Or Deal of data or software that is used exclusively to commit computer crimes. (Article 25 of Law c. R)
2. Published or made available for sale And password to unauthorized Data that allowing unauthorized access to data or computer systems or telecommunications, or public The public Provides. (Article 25 of Law c. R)
3. Publication Or available Unauthorized access to educational content, Illegal wiretapping, Spy computer, Distortion and Disruption of data or computer systems and Telecommunications. (Article 25 of Law c. R)
4. Facilitate training and other computer crimes. (Article Rule 21 (c). R)
5. Emission filter and Teaching methods through filtering systems. (Paragraph (c) Article 25 of Law c. R)
6. Any commercial activity and Computer criminal's economic pyramid-like companies. (Disruption of the economic system and Other Laws)

**And) that stimulates the content, Encouraging, Or invitation to crime (Content associated with other Crime)**

1. Stimulated release contains Content, Encouraging, Or call for violence and Suicide. (Article 15 of Law c. R)
2. Advertising and Promoting substance Narcotic Materials Recreational and Smoking. (Article 3 of the comprehensive tobacco control and national campaign in 1385)
3. Open publication and communication (links) to content sites and the criminal IP addresses are blocked, Groups affiliated with the banned publications and media And Divert flows and Illegal.
4. Stimulate and encourage Violate the general aspects are facilitated with such disturbing, Destruction of public property, bribery, embezzlement, fraud, smuggling Drugs, alcohol and drug Etc.. (Article 43 BC. AD. A)
5. Promote waste and Tbzyr. (Paragraph 3 of Article At 6. M)

**G) audiovisual content and intellectual property matters relating to**
criminal

2. Introduction of audio books and Rather than allow unauthorized visual effects. (Article 1 of the penalty People in audio and Visual activities are illegal)
3. Commercial release of the audio and Visually without the permission of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance (Article 2 of the law to punish the persons involved in illegal activities have Audiovisual Affairs)
4. Encourage and To encouraging violations of intellectual property rights (Article 1 of law protecting the rights of creators and computer software Article 74 of EC law)

C) content-related criminal Parliament elections

1. Encourage people to boycott the publication of any content or decreasing participation in elections (Article 3 and 8 of Article 66 and Article 46 of the parliament elections of its Executive Regulations)
2. Release any claim or call unreal to halt election protest, strikes, sit-and that somehow makes every effort to disrupt the elections (Parliament Election Law Article 66, paragraph 8)
3. Publishing and advertising signs and obstinate counterrevolutionary groups boycott elections (Article 500 Penal Code)
4. Lampoon or satire or publish any offensive content in cyberspace against the election (Article 700 Penal Code and section 8 of Article 66 Law on Parliament Elections)
5. Any dissemination of this group lies on the cancellation of the election law (Article 64 of the parliamentary elections)
6. Sites and blogs from the official institutions and government agencies for use in advertising candidates. It is worth noting that all companies, institutions, municipalities, organizations and institutions that are part of a budget property and public property are subject to this
Article. (Parliament Election Law Article 59)
7. Advertising content for candidates outside the prescribed time for the campaign. (Article 56 and Article 45 of Law on Parliament Elections Act, its implementing regulations)
8. Publish any content in order to stimulate, encourage, bribe or threaten people to vote buying, vote with a fake birth certificate and other documents, securities fraud charges, and other methods of voting more than once in the voting and vote counting fraud. (Article 66 and Article 43 of the Electoral Assembly of the Islamic penal code)
9. Publish any content to create fear and intimidation to voters or members of branches. (Article 16 Article 66 The Assembly elections)
10. Instrumental use of the images for the campaign and whether or not women are in publishing pictures of women who are candidates. (Section 10, Article 6 of the press law)
11. Publish any content on the insults, defamation and publishing lies with the purpose of destruction, the three branches, executive agencies and regulatory organizations and state election campaign in order to operate. (Articles 500, 698, 609 Penal Code and section 8 of Article 6 and Article 18 of the press law, computer crimes)
12. Content and publishing any correspondence with the classification (confidential and secret) election-related. (Article 3 of the Penal Code and the disclosure of state secret and confidential documents and computer crime law, Article 3 and paragraph 6 of Article 6 of the press law)
13. Publication of false news of vetting, ballot counting, unfounded allegations about election fraud or altered without evidence. (Articles 697 and 698 of the Penal Code and section 8 of Article 66 Law on Parliament Elections)
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